City of New Bedford
Request for Proposals
Consulting Services for the Market Analysis and Feasibility Study
For a Convention Center/Sports Arena
RFP # 19750028

Addendum No. 1

The Following Addenda has been issued to answer the following questions submitted:

1. Page 16 of the RFP section B outlines the study components. Is the City looking to develop two separate facilities – one convention center and one sports arena? Or is the City open to the possibility of a multi-use/flexible space to achieve both on one site/one facility? Answer: The City is open to a combined facility, but would be looking to see the feasibility of two stand alone facilities, especially a convention center.

2. There appears to be a discrepancy on the number of desired copies of the technical proposal: page 4 of the RFP #11 details that the City would like 1 original and 4 copies of the technical proposal, and page 18 under “Submission Requirements,” the City requests 2 originals of the technical proposal. Can you clarify how many copies of the technical proposal to include in the submission? Answer: One original with four copies.

3. Does the City have a desired completion date or timeline for the study? Answer: A desired completion date would be 180 days from notice of award.

4. Can the City speak to an estimated budget for the study? Answer: The proposed budget range is $75,000-$110,000

End of Addendum

By: Susan Bruce
Director of Purchasing
City of New Bedford

December 10, 2018